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DVS/DAS Product Introduction



Our Business Model
 Our company is the upstream manufacturer of Distributed Fiber Optic Vibration DVS/DAS 

system, we provide the hardware of DVS/DAS system (DVS/DAS integrated module + DAQ 

card), our DAQ card also provides API interface, customers need to develop their own 

application software program based on our API interface.

Hardware provided by YB Photonics Customers develop 
their own software

Project Applications



Hardware products for DVS/DAS
The hardware product of DVS/DAS is 3 parts, 1. DVS/DAS integrated module, 2. special DAQ card, 3. computer 

mainframe.

DVS/DAS integrated module products have integrated all the devices needed for detection (including lasers, AOM, 

EDFA, BPD and the necessary optical devices, output electrical signals); DAQ is customized for DVS/DAS 

applications, not a general-purpose acquisition card, built-in algorithms needed; computer mainframe is used to 

read the data captured by the DAQ, and subsequent information processing and software presentation. We can 

also help customers to integrate all these parts, that delivery is our hardware all-in-one products.

YB Photonics Offers Integrated 
DVS/DAS Module

YB Photonics offers 
specialized DAQ boards.

Customers can configure their own 
computer mainframe (motherboard, 
CPU, hard disk, power supply, etc.)



About DEMO Software
In order to facilitate customers to view the effect of DVS/DAS system in a timely manner, we have 

developed a DEMO software (not open source), the software can be a simple demonstration of the 

function and export vibration data. If the customer wants to apply the DEMO software directly to the 

project, the software function is slightly sketchy, we do not recommend the practice, we recommend 

that customers according to the DAQ API, combined with the actual needs of their own projects to 

develop their own software.

YB Photonics Provides 
DEMO Software

Users develop software according to the DAQ API. The DAQ 
interface is in the form of a DLL dynamic link library, which can be 
used by customers in C, C++, Python, Labview and so on.

C, C++, Python, Labview etc.



How to develop your own software 1
Using your favorite programming language, call the 
DAQ's DLL dynamic link library, and then make interface 
calls and read data according to the DAQ's interface 
documentation and data acquisition call flow.



How to develop your own software 2
If you do DVS, you can get the vibration amplitude data directly from DAQ. If 
you do DAS, through DAQ you can get the amplitude and phase data after IQ 
demodulation, but this is not the final vibration data (can't be played as sound 
yet), the final audio data still need to be demodulated to get it. You can choose 
to demodulate by yourself, you can also choose to demodulate through our 
paid demodulation library (also a DLL dynamic link library).



DEMO software



DEMO software


